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JIO

A beginning that created hype in the telecommunications industry of India, Reliance Jio made
an outstanding entry with its attractive offers coupled with digitized solutions. Since its launch
in September 2016, the tremendous growth in the customer base of this 4G network provider is
proving to be a testament of its success that is setting a record in the annals of the market

A

digital era made its way with the dawn of the
twenty first century and this digitization is
strengthening the nations of the world with the
implementation of new technologies that are bridging
the gaps between people and their visions. Reliance,
one of the leading conglomerates of India, is moving
forward to capture these digital opportunities through
Reliance Jio, a new provider of mobile telephony,
broadband services, and digital services in India.
With a vast spectrum and a pan-India license,
Reliance Jio is the only pan-India 4G operator. The
company covers 18,000 cities and over a lakh villages
with its huge layout of fiber-optic cables across 2.5
lakh kilometers. It also aims to cover 100% of the
nation’s population by 2018.
TRACING THE TRAVERSE
Taking a turn towards LTE technology, Reliance Jio is
showing the early signs of innovation and technology
that is being imbibed in the Indian telecommunications
industry. Jio, also known as Reliance Jio Infocomm
Limited, made an announcement in October 2015
that it will be commercially launched in the second
half of 2016. However, its services were beta launched
internally for RIL employees and their families on
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December 27, 2015 by their brand ambassador Shah
Rukh Khan. The company, whose former name was
Infotel Broadband Services Limited provides 4G
services on a pan-India level by using LTE technology.
In the beginning of the year itself, the company
mounted on its journey towards their digital revolution
by launching their own set of budget mobiles on 25
January, 2016 with their innovative names after the
four elements: Earth, Flame, Water, and Wind. The
company also started providing free Wi-Fi hotspots in
selected cities including Ahmedabad, Surat, Indore,
Lucknow, Kolkata, and Mussoorie among others. Not
only this, in May 2016, it also launched a cluster of
multimedia apps such as JioPlay, JioOn Demand,
JioChatMessenger, MyJio , etc. on Google Play which
enable users to enjoy various exciting services, for
instance, instant messaging, live TV, movies on
demand, news, streaming music, and so on. It also
gives extra discounts for the students.
The company launched its services in September
2016 with a special ‘free welcome offer’ giving its
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users the access to free unlimited data along with all
of Jios services. Offering India’s first ever Platinum
4G service, Jio is also becoming a spearhead of the
telecommunications industry as the best 4G network
with lowest data rate.
THE DIGITAL ONSET
As the company is emphasizing on the digital growth
of the nation, it is not wrong to observe that its motives
are very well in the alignment of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s “Digital India” campaign. Jio also
wants to ensure that digital services should reach
each and every person at affordable prices in India.
Mr. Mukesh Ambani, the Chairman, Reliance
Industries Ltd., believes that Jio is built to empower
every Indian with the power of data. And he feels
delighted that the consumers are understanding
this fact and are extensively using the services. He
proudly affirms that the aim of the company is to bring
people together and inspire them to join the digital
India movement. With its cutting-edge technology,
affordable prices, and best offers, Jio expresses its
strong commitment towards its customers. All these
positive aspects, innovative beginnings, and effective
marketing points that the launch of Jio has certainly
brought new possibilities in the digital industry of
India. Presently, this Indian ‘4G-only’ network is
witnessing data usage of 16,000TB per day which is
by far the largest data usage any carrier handles on a
typical day on a global level.

TOUR DE FORCE
• Reliance Jio is India’s first ever
platinum 4G service.
• It is offering nationwide free voice
calls to any network without any
roaming charges.

QUANTUM LEAPS
• With an aim to bring digital
movement in India, the company has
an extensive network of 250,000
km of fiber optic cables across
Indian subcontinent.
• It is also offering an additional 12
months of Jio Digital Services with
the purchase of all Apple iPhone
models.
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